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I.

Basic Jurisdiction of SEC Not Established.

>ince it is candidly conceded that this is a "test case",

( iC brief 28) coming some 25 years after the en-

ament of the statute which is involved, it must be

nlized that the bona fides of the case necessarily are

sipect for that very reason. This is not a situation in

\Vich the type of instruments involved came into be-

ii, recendy. Mortgages and Trust Deeds were in use

f< centuries and common and well-known at the time

0;the enactment of the basic statutes here under con-

section. Nowhere docs the SEC establish exactly

n>^ the subject matter of the appellant's business falls

^hin the legal standards for securities which are the

oy area of jurisdiction for the SEC.
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A. SEC Evades Use of the Legal Standard for "Irest- 3

ment Contract" and Seeks to Create a New Oik

Almost mute as to the precise illuminating stam.rds

set forth in the controlling Howey case, (328 I S.

293), SEC attempts to grasp certain general lan^age^

from the earlier Joiner case (320 U. S. 344) ancuse -^

it as the springboard to vault into the nebulous an of '

concluding that an "investment contract" is anyiing

that SEC thinks an investment contract is. (See .EC

brief 36). Rather than using the precise standar set

forth in the Howey case, SEC wants to substitut the

nebulous standard of anything which looks like se-

curity (to SEC) must therefore be a security. Aspre-

viously pointed out in page 19 of my opening ;ief, ,

the SEC on another occasion properly representee the

definition of an investment contract to another Ccuit

Court, after citing most of the cases on the poir, as

follows

:

I

''A common denominator in all these (ir;est-

ment contract) cases has been the fact that in.'ach

instance, the managers of the enterprise used,ome

of the money supplied to them to perform seiices

which were for the common benefit of a in-

vestors, all of whom shared in the profits or Isses

from these services, and the return was not asum

certain but fluctuated in direct relation to thfjsuc-

cess or failure of the enterprise. The tangible ;ems

sold were part of a contract under whicl the

manager sought to employ the money paid sc,that

each contract holder would share pro rata, inbro-

portion to his payment, in the fruits, if any, c the

management s services.
|

Completely abandoning this standard which i; the

theme of the precise definition of the Howey ase,
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•he SEC now iir<;cs that a new definition of an

icnt contract be created so that merely becanse

. [L fact that certain properties had anything in com-

" nd there were any servicing involved, an invest-

ontract would result. The horrible and over-

:ig impact upon our total economy of such a con-

usji is apparent if we analyze just a few of the

rerjday transactions which obviously were never in-

" to be "securities" but would fall within the

bulous SEC concept for "investment contracts"

. rged.

p'st of all, it is basic in real estate that any parcel

r i. of land has something in common with many

;h€J parcels, usually those which are close to it. All

)n?T. school district regulations, utilities (whether

oprative or not), streets or highways and other de-

jlanents, industrial or commercial, in the area are all

latcteristics which individual units of real estate in

le '-ea have in common with their neighbors. A com-

uny of interest therein exists. This is imperative in

lefery nature of real estate and particularly, in the

>n7'unity development of real estate. This is true

ht'ier it is rural, urban, or even totally undeveloped

nc Further, from contracts for streets, utilities, water,

is.elephone whether created by the voluntary vote, in-

^jydent contract, action in the nature of condemna-

Jn^r eminent domain, the same result obtains, namely,

ahs to numerous items a community of interest in

LC.'and every parcel of real estate in relation with

Ij^ent properties. Other typical examples are water

?h. repairing rights, and frequently lawful liens

'a' St entire communities which arise either by con-

a«' or governmental action in connection with streets



and other utilities. Thus, at least, every developer /ould

be selling individual lots having far more commurty of

interest than in appellant's business.

The mere fact that properties have something iicom-

mon with each other does in no wise meet the stjidard

set out in the Hozvey case, supra, which in its }'ecise

terms provides as follows:
|

"An investment contract for purposes of it Se-

curities Act means a contract, transaction or ^heme

whereby a person invests his money in a ccimon

enterprise and is led to expect profits solelyfrom

the efforts of the promoter or a third pary."

SEC would have this requirement distorted into '

pro-

vision that an investment contract could be cheated

where there was merely something in common b<ween

the property purchased by one customer with t;it of

the property purchased by another customer. Morover,

it will be noted that the Howey definition of i in-

vestment contract requires not only the investmer in a

common enterprise, but also sole reliant upon the (iforts

of the promoter for profits. The SEC never dl get

around to showing how the customers of LAT) re-

lied solely upon the efforts of the promoter (LTD)

for the profits, particularly for the reason thatthere

weren't any profit participations. The customs got

merely what the trust deed contract called for. Tbre is

no manner of participation in profits resulting frdn the

efforts of the promoters, solely or otherwise,
j

If the nebulous standard now urged by SE| had

any merit to it, it would mean that every cooptative

apartment, for example, which was offered woul con-

stitute an investment contract. Although each cuijomer

buys a particular unit within a cooperative aparnent,
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it has far more in common than anything which

W3 sold by LATD in the form of a trust deed. More

iilarly by its xery nature, the cooperative apart-

has certain cooperative services for which the

r of the individual apartment must rely upon man-

cnt. Irrespective of whether the purchaser of a

co)erative apartment occupied it or rented it. the very

tff that ultimately he would of necessity have to dis-

of it and, in that sense, would get a profit or a

if! the SEC new. loose standard, the arrangement

. ,.J have to be an investment contract. Frequently

bliket mortgages exist on cooperative apartments.

•)f course, that is but one example, and the same

ttjig could be extended to cover a large segment

oJ,all properties merchandized in our economy. For

e:(mple, certainly the purchaser of any new auto-

in)ile has something in common with other purchasers

oi:he same make of automobile, and as SEC urges in

tl,i case, a customer is somewhat reliant upon the

vcdor company remaining in business. This argument

i&equally applicable to vendors' cars, refrigerators,

w;;hing machines and virtually all of our manufactured

g«ids. as well as many other types of properties w^hich

a trafficked in our economy. Thus, if such a sale

wild be cou])led with a service of w^arranty contract.

v^^never a sale occurred in which the vendee intended

tcise it in business, rent it for a profit, or otherwise

ti;it it as something from which he expected to de-

ri; income or return, it would fall within the loose

stjidard urged by SEC for "investment contracts".

:)ther obvious examples of ordinary transactions

w.ch SEC would attempt to blanket within its new.

'05e standard for the ''investment contract" are many
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transactions regularly made by real estate brokers. lore

particularly, any offering of a property to a potitial

real estate customer for purposes of his rentingisaid

property with said rental being managed by th(real

estate broker would, if the SEC's new standard ha! any

vahdity, bring the transaction within the "invesinent

contract" definition. So on, the loose standard rged

could be applied to a substantial percentage of all c, our

commercial transactions which have nothing to dcwith

the securities field.

Since rental or leasing of industrial equipmen has

become so prevalent, it is also obvious that th ac-

ceptance of SEC's new version of what constitutp an

investment contract would permit it to invade the; en-
i

tire field, since there a company buys equipment irom

a vendor who warrants and agrees to service said (iuip-

ment and the vendee corporation expects to derie its

income from the rental of said machinery or fuip-

ment. Obviously, of course, this group of indttrial

transactions do not fall within the Howey definitin or

any lawful definition of investment contract, ht it

would fall within the loose and nebulous standarcnow

urged by SEC.

The SEC is practically mute on the point of th sec-

ond requirement of an investment contract having o do

with sole reliance upon promoters for profits. Nojhere

in its brief does it precisely show that there ijany

participation in profits or, in fact, that there isany-

thing that the customer of LATD anticipates othenthan

getting the precise contractual obligations accordig to

the terms of the trust deed which he bought, ttally

free and devoid of any profits or losses which L;i.TD

might have incur. Furthermore, there certainly :,

°
1

not
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so.' reliance upon LATD. The principal reliance of the

cuiomers of LATD must necessarily be upon the oc-

cuints of the home, owners of the land and makers

oflhe trust deeds which are involved.

> to the moderate servicing which LATD did offer,

best efforts basis to do for its customer, it must

- inted out that this type of servicing is character-

\ii in the entire mortgage field. (See the national

qt'tations of the national mortgage markets contained

in:he typical issues of House and Home Magazine,

D J and K, wherein the mortgages quoted in the

n^onal market are quoted until the servicing char-

aeristic in the mortgage field. Certainly these char-

acTistic and modest services which are usual in the

m'-tgage industry do not bring the entire mortgage

in'jstry and the morgage market suddenly within the

jusdiction of the SEC and it certainly was never in-

teied that SEC be permitted to invade the mortgage

fijd on this pretext. Yet LATD did no more than

u.^'al in the mortgage field. The moderate servicing in-

vc-ed falls short of one standard required by the Su-

pi'ne Court and delineated in the Hozuey case to wit,

"investor) is led to expect profit solely from the ef-

fcts of the promoter or a third party."

'he vice involved in contemplating the acceptance of

a'lew, loose standard suggested by SEC for invest-

m'lt contracts is that through the use of it, SEC would

W permitted to invade a vast segment of our entire

ecioniy under the pretext that an ordinary contract

ccstituted an investment contract. Certainly, this was
n«er the juirpose of the term as used in the original

At:. The very fact that it has never been so applied

tc; mortgages in the 25-year history of the statute
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j

should stand as ample proof that it was never intided,

and should never be permitted, to occur. Businis at

best is somewhat uncertain but if the loose standal ad-

vocated by SEC actually were adopted by this mrt

and did become law, the result would be that'SEC

would have in its hands an instrumentahty with /hich

it could bedevil almost any business organization '/hich

it singled out for abuse, and the status of the buj.iess-

man would be subjected to peril and intimidation )rob-

ably unknown since the days when the Bastille st )d in

Paris as the very symbol of oppression, ready i de-

capitate all of those who did, or were thought to, opose

it. The monstrous result of the SEC activity r this

case is proof enough that it is not above flagrant i.buse

of its jurisdiction and its prerogatives irrespect e of

the havoc, ruin and calamity which its own imp'uous

and unwarranted action creates.

In explanation of appellants' disinclination tojuote

the Joiner case, the Supreme Court in the //owe' case

(a later case) had this to say at 328 U. S. 299after

stating the definition of "investment contract" upon

which appellants' rely: ''Such a definition nece.''arily

underlies this Court's decision in SEC v. Joiner Corp.

320 U. S. 344, and has been enumerated and aplied

many times by lower federal courts. Athertn v.

U. S., 128 R 2d 463; Pcnficld Co. v. SEC, 143 ;<. 2d

746; SEC v. Universal Service Assn., 106 .;, 2d

232; SEC v. Crude Oil Corp., 93 F. 2d 844; SC v.

Bailey, 41 Fed. Supp. 647; SEC v. Payne, 35 Fed.

Supp. 873 ; SEC v. Bourbon Sales Corp., 47 Fed. iupp.

70; SEC V. 12 Fed. Supp. 245; SEC v. Timtnist

Inc., 28 Fed. Supp 34; SEC v. Pyne, ZZ Fed. j^upp.

988. The Commission has followed the same ofini-
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til in its own administration proceedings. In re Natural

J^ources Corp., 8 S. E. C. 635."

.t despite the clear and controlling definition set

•: by the United States Supreme Court, the SEC

wants to rely on the general language and dictum

n earlier case (Joiner) for the reason that SEC

•t successfully apply the Hozeey test to the appel-

^' sales of trust deeds.

.rnizing its inability and failure to apply this

..... Court test, the SEC had inserted in the

jngs. [F. 46 lines 9-10] after a long rambHng

d^tribe, the startling assertion that the elements of an

-tment contract are not amenable to characteriza-

in absolute term," and then the lower court found

.gorically" that the defendants were deahng in "in-

viment contracts". Thus SEC arrives at home base

^' hout any attempt to tag first, second, or third base.

. summary therefore, it is clear that in the SEC
..; and in the trial, it was nowhere shown that the

rtomers of LATD were "(investors) led to expect

t solely from the efforts of the promoter or a

party."' Xor was it shown that a customer of the

TD was "'a person invest (ing) his money in a com-

ru: enterprise." All that SEC has shown is that some

< the trust deeds sold by LATD had some common
riracteristics with other trust deeds sold by LATD to

erent customers, however, that falls far short of the

sndard set up by the Supreme Court as to what con-

tes an investment contract. Since each customer

an individual trust deed the type of community
".erest required by the Ho-n-ey case did not exist.

Teover, SEC didn't even attempt to answer how
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the LATD customers were led to expect any ]ofits

solely from the efforts of LATD since obviouslythere

were no profits involved and all that the LATI cus-

tomer could anticipate was the performance of is in-

dividual trust deed contract by the maker therDf or

his successor in interest. It would be a travestyupon

our economy to permit the SEC, after 27 years, b get

an entirely different and loose standard whereb; they

could arbitrarily invoke their jurisdiction over vast

area of our entire economy where it was never inmded

to be applicable.

B. SEC Cannot Answer Overwhelming Proof That imple

Mortgage Including Note, if Any, Is a "Security' and

Desperately Attempts Big Bluff by Calling Cntrol-

ling Legislative History "Frivolous." !

The blunt and unescapable truth is that desp:s the

fact that over 1,000,000 new mortgages come irp ex-

istence each year for non-farm properties and th^SEC

Act has been on the books for almost 27 yeai, not

one simple home mortgage has ever been registesd or

itself the subject of any litigation wherein it v|.s al-

leged to be a security under the SEC Act. Th)ugh-

out this trial, the SEC has continuously allucd to

certain mysterious registrations of simple home mort-

gages as securities. It did this throughout the tal in

the District Court and in response to the quest^ning

by this Court. It is now patently clear, howeve; that

at no time has any such security ever been regii:ered.

It is true that Mason Mortgage Company hasl'egis-

tered a certain formal independent guarantee vhich

obviously is itself a security, but even in the lason

Mortgage situation there is no attempt even mde to

register individual mortgages. In this regard SECmys-
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' t«iously alluded to certain exemptions, but this Court

! lill knows that as to the horde of some 25,000,000

nrtgages of all types and characters issued in metro-

- ••an areas which overlap many state boundaries, it

ipossible that a large percentage of them are either

state or privately offered since they are offered

fiiely in newspapers and other periodicals and by

. s^s and oi>enly offered to all comers. Moreover, many

hem involve unimproved property, industrial prop-

ey and all sorts of properties which couldn't con-

cvably come within the exemptions which SEC fre-

csntly alludes to in mysterious terms. The blunt and

' tjescapable truth is that in 27 years there has never

" ^n a mortgage with or without the individual note

viich sometimes goes with it. ever considered as a se-

crity for the purpose of registration or for purposes

.ny other type of litigation involving the SEC. The

. ..^lative history of the basic Act makes it very clear

lit it was never the intention of Congress to in any-

^ Vse permit the SEC Act to overlap into the home
• t'jrtgage field.

Neither the basic statutory definitions, nor the

Illations which have been issued continuously by the

.'X over the 27 years of its administration of these

4:ts have ever, in anywise, indicated that a simple home
Drtgage, with or without the attendant note, if any

Jould be considered a "security" under the SEC Act's

cfinition clause. The regulations are crystal clear that

^nirities become involved only with the multiplicity of
'

dividual participations under a blanket mortgage. The
' 'tning brief is so clear and well documented on this
'

fint, it will not be repeated here but suffice it to say

'at in no manner has SEC been able to face up to

^ is overwhelming legislative history and regulatory
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practice which is consistent with the practice f in-

dustry and commerce in these areas of our econciy.

Ahnost ludicrously, SEC tries to misapply abasic

section of our United States Code which indicate that

wherever a contrary intent is not indicated, the us of a

singular or plural may be interchanged; howeve this

has no application whatsoever in instances where te use

of the singular or the plural has a particular ir>lica-

tion and purpose and it is most obvious and iiport-

ant here.
j

In First Natl. Bank v. Missouri, 263 U. S. (10 at

657, the Supreme Court clearly held that des.te 1

U. S. C. 1 the singular and plural are not to be inter-

changed except when required, and are not to be nter-

changed when a reason for the distinction is e^;dent,

in the following language:
|

"... Strictly the latter provision, employlig as

it does, the article 'an' to qualify words \ the

singular number, would confine the associatm to

one office or banking house. We are askedfww-

ever, to construe it otherwise in view of tk rule

that 'words, importing the singular number riiy he

extended and he applied to several persons or tt'ngs.'

Rev. Stats. §1. But obviously this rule is n' one

to be applied except where it is necessary to^'arry

out the evident intent of the statute. (Citaions)

. . . Here there is not only nothing in th con-

text or subject matter to require the constrption

contended for, but other provision of the Naonal

Banking Law are persuasively to the corrary.

. . . This interpretation (singular) of the Btute

by the legislative departments and by the exeptive
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officers of the government would go far to re-

move doubt as to its meaning if any existed. See

Tiger r. JVcsfcni Iiiz'cstincut Co., 221 U. S. 286,

309: U. S. z: Hcnnaiios y Compauia, 209 U. S.

}il7, 339." (Emphasis added.)

The manner in which the use of the singular for

ii(»rtgage has ahvays been joined with the plural for

rtes is not a matter of coincidence of inadvertence,

b[ serves the very valid purpose of clearly indicating-

tit which is understood in the commercial fields to

cjistitute the security as distinguished from that which

iimerely a mortgage. Not only is the SEC quotation

he law misleading, but it has no application here

^* the very reason that the use of the plural results

i|a very obvious and necessary distinction which is

throughly consistent with (1) the legislative history

d) the repeated and continuous acts of the regulatory

J^ency over a period of 25 years and (3) the practice

ad understanding of the business community, par-

tjularly in the finance field where mortgages are used.

~^ince it was pointed out in my opening brief that

tr? type of information required by the statute for

t^istration is information of a totally different charac-

t" than that which is inherent in the description of a

i:)rtgage, SEC comes back with the answer that it

(jes have some hmited jurisdiction to change the items

Mich must be included in a registration statement, or

^plication therefore. The fact, however, that SEC has

^ver seen fit to so change the statutory format over

J.period of some 27 years is very adequate proof that

1 never contemplated, nor did the legislature ever con-

'uplate, that it be completely overhauled to fit the
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format of a mortgage. Again, if mortgages were ome-

thing new, it might be a different story, but they

have been in existence in vast numbers during tl; en-

tire history of the SEC statutes and over tFj 27

year period, SEC has never seen fit to, nor requird to,

in anywise change the format apphcable only > se-

curities which couldn't possibly fit a home mor;^age.

C. Summary as to SEC's Deceptive Arguments liat a

Security Exists in the Instant Case.

Although SEC is forced to concede in its brie: that

unless it can show that investment contracts doexist

in the instant case or the mortgages or trust ieeds

constitute securities, the SEC and the federal mrts

are without jurisdiction, it uses very circuitou; and

fallacious reasoning to try to becloud the issue and

somehow arrive at the conclusion that a security (^lists.

First, regarding the obvious fact that a morgage

with all of its parts was never intended to be c.ssed

as a security is amply covered in my opening brici and

the very fact that SEC could not come up witl any

plausible argument in rebuttal to this overwhelringly

legislative history and the practice of this very aency

for 25 years is proof that it has no valid answer, /^ain,

it must be realized that the mortgage industry its f is,

if anything, larger than the security industry and has

never been thought to be subjected to the regul.;;ions

of the security field and SEC has no reason now ) be-

latedly try to invoke the regulations of the securityfield

in the home mortgage area. Coming so many ears

after enactment and admittedly being a test case.it is

obvious that the litigation regarding the SEC; ex-

pansion of its jurisdiction should be suspect an the

agency should be required to show clearly why be-
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: lajly claims this change and expansion of its ])nrcau-

r ajtic powers. As has been shown, many of tlic trust

d*ds invoh'cd in the instant case do not have any note

nditsoever connected with them [See DX AL] and

'V. is true c^encrally throuf2:hout the mortgage industry.

:>)ush' it was never the intent of the legislature to

p^niit the SEC to invoke jurisdiction merely because

Of permissible paper form was used in lieu of an-

o»er t)'pe of stationery when irrespective of whether

onot a note does or does not exist with the trust deed

tl't it has the identical legal function, force and ef-

f(t and is similar in all manners and situations. Thus.

ashas been shown where there isn't even a mortgage

n!e incident to the mortgage itself [See DX AL],

o''iously the SEC's absurd argimient that it can invoke

ji'isdiction over mortgages merely because of an in-

cental note must necessarily fall.

\ext, SEC attempts to liberalize and substitute an

iiftfinite, nebulous standard for that set up by the

Spreme Court in the Howey case, supra, regarding

tl prerequisites of an investment contract. Rather

tl,n dutifully showing in detail how the subject mat-

t' of the trust deeds in the instant case comply with

lefinition of the Supreme Court, the SEC has fallen

b:k on general language of an earlier and less precise

Cie {Joiner, supra) which it is trying to use as a

yer for its substitution of a very broad, general and

improper definition of the term "investment contract",

oce this has been discussed, supra, let me just point

c|: by analogy what SEC is attempting to do. It is

cjnparable to the situation where a person takes a bull

3l places upon it a sign reading "Horse", and shouts

\Z and loud that indeed the animal is a horse. The
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tenor of his argument is that it has many chara;eris-

tics which are found in the horse such as twceyes,

ears, a tail, 4 legs with hoofs, etc. Perhaps thi type

of argument might appeal to someone who jus flew

down from Mars, but any school child knows tl' dif-

ference between a bull and a horse, althoughmost

people would be hard put to define in careful lletail

the distinctions in the appearance of a bull and ahorse.

Nevertheless, the obvious distinctions do exist ail are

so generally recognized that any normal person :ould

readily distinguish a bull from a horse, just a; any-

one in finance or business world could readil; dis-

tinguish between a mortgage and a security, altpugb

many might be hard put as to defining why inicare-

ful detail they are different. Suffice it to sa^: that

the Congress, at the time of the enactment of the eatute

containing the definition here under constrition,

passed a similar bill covering the home mortgage field

(see opening brief 11) should be proof enougl that

Congress never intended that the SEC bill to e an

omnibus bill including everything which the SEC

sought to invoke within their statutory lan^iage.

Traditionally and now, throughout the business ^orld,

mortgages are thought of in an entirely dif:rent

class from securities and this is obvious and uni-srsal,

and it isn't any more surprising than the fact that

our civilization regard bulls and horses as armals

in entirely different classes. In short, SEC has ailed

to show how a traditional mortgage has, in the ii;;tant

case, become a security as defined in the Sufeme

Court definition of an investment contract or the:erm

securitv as contained in the Securities Act of 19^!.
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II.

SEC Distorts Quotations of This Counsel.

•I only going into irrelevant and improper question-

in^of this counsel, through the lower court, but also

reding upon something which is not in evidence (SEC

brf 48) the SEC proceeds to rely upon part of a state-

rnH made in a hearing before California State agencies

at takes the statements of its context, thus distorting it

ar misrepresenting its meaning. To disprove the SEC

in,uence, I would have to go further beyond the record

arj this would be improper. However, this is but one

inance of the SEC tactics in this regard that were

rc'ularly used by SEC throughout the trial to dis-

tof and pervert utterances of the defendants, so I

oliously have no singular reason for complaints. This

isi highly technical field and loose and intermittent

qv;ting can totally distort the real context.

TIL

S C Is Unable to Defend the Findings Other Than
by Reference to Other Findings Rather Than
Evidence.

I'^or the reason that most of voluminous "findings"

irthis case are totally without foundation in the evi-

d ce, whenever SEC in its brief had to make a point or

d'^end an attacked "finding" it had to rely upon an-

ofer "finding", thus having error breed up error, un-

ti;th upon untruth, and distortion upon distortion.

Tis is particularly true of alleged misrepresentation
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or fraud which were never established by evide:

repeated continuously at every opportunity an thus

"proved."
j

Wherefore, appellants pray that the case be reersei

for lack of jurisdiction.

Respectfully submitted,

Paul J. Foley,

Attorney for Appellfits.


